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3m damping aluminum foam sheet

Description3M Decay of aluminum foam sheets 4014 silver, 12 in x 48 in 250 mm, 25 sheets per pack 1 case boxed3M Damping Aluminum Foam Sheet 4014 Silver, open cell polyurethane foam with aluminum limiting layer on one side and pressure sensitive acrylic adhesive on the other side, easy release liner 3M Damping Aluminum Foam Sheet 4014 are
designed to dampen resonant vibrations in a thin sheet of metal, resulting in resonant resonance amplitude and subsequent noise reduction. Product ID: 3M 4014 UPC: 00-021200-65675-0, 00021200656750 Stock ID: 70-0160-5091-9, 70016050919 Product ID : 4014Adhesive Type : Viscoelastic PolymerBacking Material : Aluminum-UrethaneBacking
Thickness : 3 Milli-inch (mil)Backing Thickness (metric) : 0.09 MillimetreBrand : 3MColor : SilverElongation : 90 PercentLength : 48 InchLength (metric) : 1.21 Linear MetreLiner Type : Easy Release FilmOperating Temperature Range (Celsius) : -70 to 30 Degree CelsiusOperating Temperature Range (Fahrenheit) : -94 to 86 Degree FahrenheitProduct Form :
SheetPush To GSDB : TrueShelf Life : 24 MonthTensile Strength lb/in (N/100 mm) : 90 (122)Total Thickness : 250 Milli-inch (mil)Units per Case : 25Width : 12 InchWidth (metric) : 304.80 MillimetreUnits per Pallet : 21 CaseHarmonizing Code : 7607205000 ECCN : EAR99 Technical DocumentationTechnical Data Sheet © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its
affiliates Currently Non-OrderableView ProductSkyGeek Price: $82.27View ProductSkyGeek Price: $183.62View Product Return PolicyReturns require a Return Merchandise Authorization (RMA) number. The return cannot be processed without the RMA number. When returning products, we strongly recommend that you use media that can track packages.
Also take responsibility for securing the returned item. Items must be returned as new in the original package and have all accessories, empty warranty cards and user manuals. Minimum charging fee of 25% or more, depending on the item, manufacturer's policy and circumstances. The return is at your expense. If any of the product has been used and not
rearranged as a new condition, we cannot issue you a refund. Custom-made items cannot be returned. Pack-n-Tape must be notified within 14 days of receipt of the material for obtaining a return permit. Only availability items can be returned depending on the manufacturer's rules. All products shall be sold with their respective guarantees by the
manufacturer. Please note that warranty terms and services vary by manufacturer and product. NOTE: If a customer delivers a product outside the United States, all warranties are invalid and returns are not accepted, regardless of the circumstances. Delivery ErrorsCustomer should notify us within 14 days of receipt of the product, if there is a delivery
errorDepending goods, If the product is only part of the suspected product can be returned until the factory has completed the necessary tests to determine whether the product is within the specification. Pack-n-Tape will pay for the customer is to package the product appropriately. If the product is defective, then measures will be taken to return the product.
Once the product is registered and checked, credit will be issued on the card used to purchase it. Request a return of the productPleam us by email customerservice@pack-n-tape.com and we will call you or email instructions at 24-48 hours. Cancellation policy after the customer completes the payment procedure and the order is processed cannot be
canceled. At this point, the customer must comply with our return policy. If a customer refuses to send an order placed online, no returns will be accepted. If the customer changes their mind about an order, they must go through the return policy. Incorrect addressBe sure to pay attention to the delivery address information on the shopping cart page. The
customer is responsible for providing correct delivery address information. If the order is shipped to an incorrect address provided by the customer, the customer assumes full responsibility for retrieving the package or will be responsible for the full value of the items shipped. PricingAll products on this site are sold for profit. If errors are found in our items/case
or pricing, Pack-n-Tape reserves the right to execute the price or correct the error. 3M™ Silencing aluminum foam Sheet 4014 is a polyurethane foam with an aluminum limiting layer on one side and pressure-sensitive adhesive on the other side to facilitate attachment to the surface of the vibrating panel. The adhesive is protected with an easy-to-release
lining. How it works: A strain of energy from the vibrating panel is inserted into a escoelastic foam. The tension in the foam is in shear as a result of the aluminum limiting layer. The viscous part of the viscoelastic foam reaction leads to a dissipation of mechanical energy to negligible heat. This energy dissipation results in (1) vibration amplitudes when
systems are constantly excited at frequencies corresponding to their natural frequencies, or (2) faster decay of systems that freely fluctuate at their natural frequencies as a result of momental excitation, such as impact. Applications: Reduction of resonant noise, vibration and fatigue in metal, plastic panels and supporting structures, almost anywhere plastic
or metal contact with materials that can lead to potential vibration damage © 3M 2020. All rights reserved. The brands listed above are trademarks of 3M Citrine and Citrination are trademarks of Citrine Informatics
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